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1. INTR~DIJCTI~N 
In this paper we investigate analyticity properties of solutions of 
differential equations of retarded and of neutral type. The analyticity results 
are applied in establishing existence of piecewise continuous controls for 
hereditary control systems. The observations made here improve results of 
Banks and Jacobs in [3]. 
We establish piecewise analyticity of solutions of the equations 
40 = If A(& s) x(s) ds + i [A&) x(t - rj) + A Jt) k(t - Q] 
t-r j=l 
(1) 
t  E [0, T] (rather than quasi-piecewise analyticity, as obtained in Banks and 
Jacobs [3] for the non-neutral case, i.e., when Aij = 0, j = l,..., 1). This is 
done under the assumption that both the coefficients, the initial function and 
the initial derivative are analytic. (The choice of the interval [0, T] rather 
than any finite interval [to, t,] is done merely for convenience and for 
simplicity in notation.) 
Analyticity of the solution might fail, in general, but we find a condition 
on the initial data, which we call compatibility, and which guarantees an 
unbroken analyticity of the solution. 
A key step in our consideration is the determination by the structure of the 
equation of a finite subset d of [0, T] which contains all points which might 
ruin the analyticity of the solutions, This observation proves useful 
throughout. ‘In particular it enables us to drop the assumption made by 
Banks and Jacobs that the lags r, r, ,..., rI are commensurate. It also implies 
that solutions of the equation 
i(t) = !“ A (t, s) x(s) ds + B(t) x(t) 
T 
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t E ]O, T], are analytic when A and B are analytic functions, regardless of 
analyticity properties of the initial function. 
Our techniques apply to more general equations. We establish analyticity 
properties of solutions for equations of the type 
t E [0, T], when the “lags” uj belong to a class of analytic functions. Indeed, 
the results concerning Eq. (1) will be presented as corollaries of the more 
general statement. 
(Note that by adding a term of the form Ii-, A I(t, S) i(s) ds on the right- 
hand side of Eq. (3), one does not obtain any higher degree of generality. 
Indeed, assuming A, is analytic, integration by parts would yield 
I 
t 
A,@, s)-?(s) ds =A,(& t)x(t) -A,@, t - t)x(t - z) 
f--T 
and the original form of Eq. (3) is now regained.) 
The analytic results are applied in the study of hereditary control systems. 
We improve results of Banks and Jacobs, and find piecewise continuous 
(rather than almost piecewise continuous) controls for the systems 
i(t) = j’ A (t, s) x(s) ds + 
t-r j=I 
+ f B(t, s) h(s, u(s)) ds + 2 B,(t) u(t - ai) 
'-7 j=l 
1 E 10, T], and 
i(t) = j-’ A (t, s) x(s) ds + i [A,(t) X(t - ?j) + A U(t) i(t - 7j)] 
t-r j-1 
+ , W, s) h(s, u(s)) 44s) I (5) 
t E [0, T], when the coeffkients A, B, A,, Alj, j = I,..., I, Bj, j = I,..., k, and 
the function h are analytic, where Z is a real interval and where P is a finite 
atomless positive measure on I. 
Our techniques, and in particular the observation that the set of 
pathological points can be determined by properties of the system, are 
applicable also in treating the more general cases of infinitely many 
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functional delays. For the sake of clarity, we prefer, however, to restrict the 
discussion to Eqs. (4) and (5). 
Note that in Eq. (4) we consider, as in Banks and Jacobs 131, a system in 
which the domain of the integral in the controlled part is I-r, t]. Similar 
considertions to those we present here would readily yield sufficient 
conditions for the existence of piecewise continuous controls in other cases, 
e.g., in case that the interval of integration is of a fixed length, ]t - r, t]. 
The work is constructed as follows: Part I, which consists of Sections 3-8, 
is dedicated to the study of analyticity properties of solutions. In Section 3 
we state our standing hypotheses concerning Eq. (3), and define the set F. 
We give a sufficient condition for our hypotheses to hold and illustrate the 
discussion with a few examples. In Section 4 we demonstrate that solutions 
of Eq. (3) are piecewise analytic. In Section 5 we present the notion of 
compatible initial data and prove that the solution is analytic over the whole 
interval if the initial data is compatible. The structure of Eq. (2) is such that 
the solution is analytic regardless of the analyticity of the initial data. This is 
discussed in Section 6. Examples of systems in which we allow analyticity 
breaking of the coefficients and of the initial functions are given in Section 7. 
In deriving our results of Sections 4-6, we employ successive approx- 
imations of the solutions over domains in the complex plane. The proof of 
convergence of the successive approximations is deferred to Section 8. 
In part II we briefly demonstrate the application of our results to control 
theory. In Section 9 we prove our main statements concerning the existence 
of piecewise continuous controls. In establishing these results we apply a 
representation formula for solutions, which we derive in Section 10. 
Prior to both parts, we give, in Section 2, some function theoretic 
preliminaries which we use throughout. 
2. FUNCTION THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES 
A real function f on a real interval I is said to be analytic if there exist a 
complex open neighborhood D of Z and an analytic continuation off on D. 
(In the sequel we shall not distinguish between a function and its analytic 
continuation.) This property is equivalent to f agreeing with its power series 
expansion in a neighborhood of each point of I (Ahlfors [ 1, pp. 38, 1791). 
The function f is called piecewise analytic if there exists a partition of I into 
subintervals such that: 
(i) The ends of these subintervals do not accumulate (hence if I is 
compact the partition is finite), and 
(ii) The restriction off to the closure of each subinterval is analytic. 
Following Banks and Jacobs [3], we also introduce the notion of quasi- 
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piecewise analyticity: f is quasi-piecewise analytic if a partition of I into 
subintervals exists such that condition (i) holds, and 
(iii) The restriction off to the interior of each of the subintervals is 
analytic. 
If for some point f? in Z and some positive E, the function f is analytic 
either on [f? - E, 81 or on [ 0, 8 + E] or on both these intervals, and yet f is 
not analytic on any open neighborhood of 8, then we say that the analyticity 
off breaks at 0. 
A real function of several variables f is analytic if there exists a complex 
open neighborhood of its domain on which f admits an analytic continuation 
(that is, if the domain off is in R’ thenf admits an analytic continuation on 
a 6’ open neighborhood). Again, this property is equivalent to f agreeing 
with its power series expansion in a neighborhood of each point in its 
domain (Hiirmander 19, pp. 26-27)). Hartog’s theorem [ 9, p. 281 states that 
f is analytic if and only if it is analytic in each variable separately. 
We use the letters r, s and t as both real and complex variables. Similarly, 
we use the symbol j(t) to denote the derivative with respect to a real and a 
complex variable (although d/dt is used sometimes too). In each case, it is 
transparent from the context which is the correct meaning. 
The following known results are used throughout. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be an analytic function on an open simply connected 
complex domain D. Then, for each point B in D, the function F(t) = .I’: f (s) ds 
does not depend on the path of integration and is analytic on D. 
Proof It follows from Cauchy’s integral theorem (Ahlfors 11, p. 141 I) 
that F is well defined. Indeed, any two curves from 8 to t in D form a closed 
curve on which the integral off vanishes. Since obviously F is the primitive 
function off, it is analytic. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f(t, s) be a bounded measurable function on some 
convex and open C2-domain D, and assume it is analytic in the variable t. 
Let Z be a compact interval included in the projection of D on the s-piune, 
and let D, be the convex, open complex neighborhood 
D, = {t: (t, s) E D for each s in I}. 
Then the function F(t) = 1, f (t, s) ds is analytic on D,. 
Proof: Let Z be any closed curve in D,. By Cauchy’s theorem, for each s 
in I. 
! - f (t, s) dt = 0. r 
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Fubini’s theorem implies 
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[ 1 f(t, s) ds dt = 1, I,- f(t, s) dt ds = 0. 
r I 
Therefore, it follows from Morera’s theorem (Ahlfors [ 1, p. 1221) that F is 
analytic. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f(t, s) be an analytic function on the open, convex 
C2 domain D, and let 0 be a point in the projection of D on the s-plane. Then 
the function F(t) = si f(t, s) d s is well defined and analytic on the open 
neighborhood 
D, = {t: both (t, 0) and (t, t) are points of D}. 
Proof Let us define a function of two variables G(t, r) = J’k f(r, s) ds. It 
follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and from Hartog’s theorem that G is well 
defined and analytic in both variables on the open domain ((t, r) E C*: (r, t) 
and (r, 8) are both points of D}. Thus F(t) = G(t, t) is analytic on D,. 
Q.E.D. 
Finally, given an open complex domain D, we denote by C’(D) the space 
of analytic functions on D which are, together with their first derivatives, 
uniformly bounded. We endow C’(D) with the norm 
(Throughout this work the symbol / . ] stands for both the absolute value of a 
complex variable, the norm of a vector, a matrix or of an element of any 
specified normed space. The exact meaning will be transparent from the 
context.) 
3. STANDING HYPOTHESES 
The kernel A and the coefficients A, and Aij in Eqs. (l)-(3) are real 
n x n matrix-valued functions, while the “lags” aj are scalar mappings from 
[0, T] into [-r, T] with the property that aj(t) lies in [t - t, t] for each t in 
[0, T] and each index j. Given an initial function (o, an initial derivative v 
(both are functions on [-r, 01) and an initial value x0 E R”, a solution is a 
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pair of functions (i(t), x(t)) which satisfies the equation on 10. T[ and such 
that 
4t) = v(t), t E I-r,01 
cpw, rE I-r,Oj 
x(t) = 
i t E IO, TJ. 
The context within which we consider our equation is a priori that of real 
analysis. However, seeking analytic solutions (i.e., solutions which admit 
analytic continuations on complex neighborhoods of the time interval) we 
prefer to work on complex systems. 
The following Assumptions l-4 refer to properties of the functions A, cp, 
w, A,, A,j and aj, j= I, 2 ,..., on their real domains, and to properties of 
their analytic continuations on neighborhoods in the complex plane. In 
Section 4 we shall demonstrate that these assumptions guarantee the 
piecewise analyticity of the solution. Simple and computationally applicable 
hypotheses will be mentioned in Proposition 3.2. We, however, prefer to list 
and work with the more complicated assumptions, since they clarify the 
structure of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. 
Assumption 1. (Existence of common domains of analyticity). There 
exists a convex, open neighborhood D of I-r, T] in the complex plane, and a 
positive constant 6 such that: 
(i) The coefficients A,, A,j and the functions al admit bounded 
analytic continuations on the domain 
D,=(tED:Ret>-6). 
Moreover on this neighborhood, the series C /A,( and C (A ,j( converge 
uniformly and C /A ijl ,< N, for some positive N, strictly smaller than one. 
(For convenience, we consider a norm of a matrix, denoted by j . 1, to be the 
operator norm subordinated to a given vector norm.) 
(ii) The initial function 9 and the initial derivative w  admit bounded 
analytic continuations on 
D,={tED: Ret<S}. 
(iii) The kernel A admits a bounded analytic continuation on the G2 
region 
D,, = {(t, s): t E D,, s E D and Re s E (Re t - t - 6, Re t + 6)}. 
(iv) Each of the functions aj maps D, into D. 
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This next remark refers to the meaningfullness of the various demands in 
Assumption 1. 
Remark 3.1. The demand that the series ‘jJ (A Ij] should be bounded by a 
constant N < 1 is made in order to avoid degeneracy with respect to i(t), as 
in the trivial equation i(t) = i(t). (This problem is demonstrated by another 
simple instance in Example 3.6 below.) It is, however, a superfluous 
condition in many cases. In particular, when the delays I - aj(t) are all 
uniformly bounded away from zero, as in Eq. (l), then uniform convergence 
of C (A rj(t)] will do. Since for the presentation of a weaker condition we 
need more complicated structures and terminology which will be presented 
only in the following Section 4, we shall be satisfied. for the moment, with 
the present form of Assumption l(i). 
The existence of common domains of analyticity is evident when the 
number of analytic functions which participate in Eq. (3), i.e., 9, IJI, A, A,, 
Au and aj, j = 1, 2 ,..., is finite. When infinitely many functions are involved, 
in the general case, we have to assume explicitly the existence of these 
complex regions, as we do in hypotheses (i)-(iii). This is demonstrated in 
Example 3.4 at the end of this section. 
Since we allow more general forms than t - zi, of the delay functions a,i(t), 
the invariance requirement (iv) is also needed. 
Summing up, in the case of Eq. (1) we can simplify Assumption 1, 
requiring that the coefficients A, A, and A,j, j= I,..., I, and the initial 
function and derivative cp and w would be analytic. 
Prior to stating our next assumption, we construct the subset F of 10, T] 
which we shall later prove to contain all those points in which analyticity of 
solutions might break. We set 
F. = {t E [O, T]: t = IT, 1= 0, 1, 2 )... }, 
~={fE[O,T]:t-rEq;:_,oraj(t)EG-,forsomej) 
and 
“=(J”i. 
Assumption 2. The set g is finite. 
In the following two hypotheses we refer to properties of the analytic 
continuations of the functions aj. 
For convenience we order the points of the finite set d and the points -r 
and T as follows: 
Assumption 3. There exist open and convex complex neighborhoods D,, 
i = l,..., 4, with [Si- 1, of] E Di 5 {t E D: Re t E (ei_, - 6, oi + S)}, and such 
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that if for some i between 1 and q and for some I between 0 and i, the 
function t - t or one of the “lags” czi(t) maps the interval [Bi_, , ei] into 
[B/_, , f?,], then the analytic continuation of this function maps Di into D,. 
(The neighborhood D, has already been fixed in Assumption 1.) 
Assumption 4. For each integer j and for each i between 1 and q, if the 
function uj maps the interval [Biel, Bi] into itself, then for each t in Di (as 
defined in Assumption 3), the following inequality holds: 
In the next proposition we give sufficient conditions for some of our 
hypotheses to hold. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that the requirements (i)-(iii) in 
Assumption 1 hold and that, moreover, the first complex derivatives daj/dt 
are all absolutely bounded by 1 on D,. Then there exists a neighborhood 
D* c D of [-r, T] with respect to which: 
(i) Hypothesis (iv) of Assumption 1, Assumption 3 and 
Assumption 4 are satisfied. 
(ii) If only finitely many distinct lags appear and if the functions ai 
are increasing on (0, T], then Assumption 2 is met. 
ProoJ (i) Since the functions aj are all analytic, we have for any two 
points t, and t, in D, and each j= 1,2,..., the equality 
‘,dt, > - aj(t,) = i:,’ 2 (s) ds. 
The integral on the right-hand side is well defined, regardless of a particular 
choice of the curve of integration in D,. In particular, we can choose a 
segment and obtain 
l"j(t~)-~j(t~)l,<It~-tt,lm;lx 2(t) <It,-tt,). 
I I 
Now each of the functions aj maps the interval [0, T] into l--r, T]. Hence, 
for some small enough positive constant 6, Eq. (6) implies that uj maps also 
[-6, T -t 61 into [-r - 6, T + 61 and 
{t E 6: d(t, I-8, T + 61) < 6) into D*={tEC: d(t, [--5-c& T+6])<6}, 
where d denotes the euclidean distance on G. Thus, in particular, the 
functions aj map the neighborhood D$ = {t CZ D*: Re t > -S} into D”, as 
required in Assumption 1 (iv). 
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Assume that some of the functions a,(t) (or t - t) map the interval 
[f3-,, ei] into [B[_,, 13,]. We set 
Di” = (t E C: d(t, [Oi-,, Oil) < 6) and 0: = (TV C: d(t, [13 ,-,, t?,]) < 6). 
The inequality (6) implies that these functions map also the region 0” into 
DF. Likewise, if the interval [Bi-,, Bi] is mapped into itself by some of the 
functions aj(t), then, in particular, they map the point Bip, to itself, and 
by (6) 
for all t in 0:. This proves that Assumptions 3 and 4 are met. 
(ii) Assume that only finitely many distinct delays are involved and 
that the corresponding functions aj are increasing on [0, T]. The claim is 
that g is a finite set. 
Prior to proving our claim, we shall make the following observation: For 
any point t9 in (0, T], the functions t - aj(t), j= 1, 2,..., are uniformly 
bounded below by some positive constant, when t varies in [t9, T]. Indeed, 
each of these analytic functions may vanish at most finitely many times on 
[0, T], being strictly positive elsewhere on that interval. Since the derivative 
of each of the functions is non-negative, once the function is positive, it will 
remain so. 
We now go back to our assertion. The set g is given by 
where each of the sets 6 is finite. We thus wish to demonstrate that there is 
no increment in the sets q for i large enough. Since the identity map, 
a(t) z t, adds no such increment (recall the definition of @?J, we assume 
without loss of generality that none of the functions aj is the identity map. 
For the same reason we also assume that the delay constant r is positive. 
We now suppose that our claim is false. Then for each i = 1, 2,..., the set 
q+,\q is non-empty. We denote by si the minimal element in this set. 
Therefore the bounded sequence {si} contains a convergent subsequence. We 
shall obtain a contradiction by verifying that the differences si+ 1 - si are 
uniformly bounded below by a positive constant. Indeed, given i = 1, 2,..., the 
set q+ r\q is contained within {t E [0, T]: t - r E q\G- I or uj(t) E &\&?-, 
for some j}. Therefore, either si+, - 5, or, for some j, aj(si+ ,) is a point in 
q\q- 1. In the first case, si+ I - si is not smaller than r. In the second case, 
si+ 1 - si is bounded below by si+ , - aj(si+,) and by the observation we 
made above, min{t-us,(t): t E [s,, r], k= 1, 2,...] should be a positive 
number. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. If the functions A, q. v. A,i and A ,,i, j = I ,..., 1, are 
analytic, then Eq. (1) satisfies Assumptions 1-4, except perhaps the super- 
fluous demand 2 JA,j/ ,< N < 1 (recall Remark 3.1). 
We conclude this section with a few examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. We show that, not as in the case of Eq. (l), once 
infinitely many constant lags are involved, then a statement in the spirit of 
Corollary 3.3 fails to hold. 
We consider equations of the form 
i(t) = !” A (t, s) x(s) ds + f Aj(t)[x(t - si) + a(t - TV)] (7) 
t--r j-1 
t E [O, T], and assume that all the functions A and A,, j= 1,2,..., are 
analytic. One problem that may arise is that of a lack of a common domain 
of analyticity: For instance, let A,(t) be the function [2e j!(t’ + l/j)]-‘, j= 
1, 2,... . Each of these functions is analytic, and the series converge uniformly 
on [0, T] and is bounded by 3. However, there is no open neighborhood of 
the origin in the complex plane, on which all the functions admit analytic 
continuations. 
Another problem, originated by the structure of the lags, is described by 
the following assertion: 
Claim. If the terminal time T is larger than bjdm rjj, then Eq. (7) does 
not satisfy Assumption 2. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we prove for the case lim,,, rj = 0. 
Then already the set gi is infinite, as it contains an infinite subsequence of 
(rj} which converges to zero. One can easily check that in fact K is a dense 
subset of [O, T]. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. By the following simple example we wish to explain the 
motivation for the assumption (daj/dt ] ,< 1, in Proposition 3.2, with respect 
to Assumption 2: Suppose that the terminal time is T= 1, r = 1 and that 
only one delay a(t) = 2t - 1 is involved. Then the set d contains the infinite 
sequence ((2k - 1)/2k: k = 1, 2,...} and Assumption 2 is not met. 
In general, our claim is not that Assumptions l-4 are necessary 
conditions for piecewise analyticity of the solution. In this case, however, 
one can easily check that slutions of the equation 
i(t) = x(2t - 1) (8) 
t E [0, I], which correspond to non-zero constant initial functions, are not 
analytic over the whole interval [O, 11. Indeed, the analyticity will break at 
the points 0, f , 4 ,... . 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. This example demonstrates again (as promised in 
Remark 3.1 above) the meaningfullness of the hypothesis 2 ]A Ij( < N < 1 in 
Assumption l(i). Consider the following equation (with r = i) 
i(t) = q+t> 
t E 10, 11. Given any integrable function f on ]O, 1] which satisfies the 
equality f($t) =f(t), a solution x(t) = x0 + lbf(s) ds is obtained. The 
solution is not unique and, in general, certainly not analytic. 
We complete the list of examples presenting an equation which satisfies 
Assumptions l-4. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let (si} be a sequence of constants in (0, 11. By 
Proposition 3.2, a sufIicient condition for the equation (with 7 = 27~) 
i(t) = Jr x(s)ds + f 2-‘j+” [x(i(t - ci sin t)) + i(+(t - cj sin t))] (9) 
t-27x j=1 
to satisfy Assumptions 14 on any interval (0, T] is that all the constants sj 
should be uniformly bounded away from 1. Indeed then the derivatives of the 
delay functions a,(t) = f(t - sj sin t), j = 1, 2,..., are all absolutely bounded 
by 1 on some open strip {t E G: ]Im t( < 6). The set F consists in this case 
of the points 0, 27r, 47~ ,... . 
By direct computation one can show, however, that Eq. (9) satisfies 
Assumptions l-4 under less restrictive conditions, e.g., when the s,j - s 
belong to the closed interval [0, 11. 
4. PIECEWISE ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions l-4 are satisfied. Then the 
unique solution of Eq. (3) is piecewise analytic and its analyticity may break 
only at points of R. 
The proof uses ideas similar to those used in the proof of Banks and 
Jacobs in [3]. It includes, however, one more observation (see Claims a and 
b below) which enables us to deduce piecewise, rather than quasi-piecewise, 
analyticity. 
ProoJ In the previous section we denoted the points of d as follows: 
-r = Op, < 0 = 8, < 6, < -a. < 6, = T. 
The proof is by induction on the intervals [19,, Bi+ ,]. Assume that for some 
integer e between 0 and q - 1, a solution x of Eq. (3) exists uniquely on 
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[0, r9,]. Assume furthermore that the restriction of this solution to each of the 
subintervals [8,-i, 19~1, I = 0, l,..., e, is analytic with a C’(D,)-analytic 
continuation on the open neighborhood D,, mentioned in Assumptions 1, 3 
and 4. (For f= 0 this refers to the initial function and derivative o and w.) 
We shall demonstrate the existence of a unique solution also on [ t9,, 8,+, ] 
with a Cl@,+ ,)-analytic continuation. 
The restriction of Eq. (3) to the interval [tY,, 6’,+ i ] is equivalent to the 
equation 
x(t) = x(8,) + j, [Jr A (c s> x(s) ds P r--T 
t /gl [A0j(r) X(aj(r)> + A ljtr) i("j(r)ll] dr (10) 
t E [8,, tY,+,]. In this setting, we wish to distinguish between those parts of 
the right-hand side of (10) which are determined by the already known 
values of x on [-r, 0,] and the yet unknown values on [e,, 19~+, 1. To this 
effect we define the set J of all indices j such that the function uj maps the 
interval [0,, 19,+ ,] into itself. It then follows from the definition of the set K 
that for each j not in J, the range of the function uj on [t?,, 19,+ i ] is in one 
and only one of the intervals [8,-i , e,], 1 = 0, l,..., e. In accordance with the 
definition of J we define the function z on (B,, 8, + , ] by 
z(t) = x(8,) + jr [j” A (r, S) X(S) ds 
0, r--T 
and the operator .F by 
+ ,TJ IA.(r) Y(uj(r)> + A dr) it(aj(r))l J dr. (12) 
Using these conventions we can rewrite Eq. (10) in the form 
(3 -F) x(t) = z(t) (13) 
t E [e,, t?,, ,], where 7 is the identity operator. Here all the information on 
values of x over [--5, e,] is given in the right-hand side. 
It is our aim now to extend the meaning of Eq. (13) also for values of t in 
a complex domain. This is done in the following two assertions. 
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Claim a. The function z, as defined in Eq. (1 l), has an analytic 
continuation in C’ (D, + ,). 
Claim b. The operator X, given in Eq. (12), can be extended to map the 
space C’(D,,,) into itself. The definition of Yy(t) for complex t does not 
depend on the choice of particular curves of integration in D,, , . 
Given that these two statements are true, we complete the proof of 
Theorem 4.1: By Proposition 8.1 (see Section 8 below), the operator 
.Y -.P is invertible on C’(D,+ ,). Hence the unique solution of Eq. (13) 
x = (7 -,F)-’ z, admits an analytic continuation in C’(D,+,), while 
continuing the solution of Eq. (3) on [Q,, Be+ 1 1. 
Proof of Claim a. By Assumption 3, each of the functions uj(t) and t - r 
maps the neighborhood D,, , into one and only one of the regions D,, 1= 
0, l,..., e + 1. Thus we can make the following definition: For each j g J, if 
the function aj maps D,,, into D,, for some 1 between 0 and e, then the 
function X(aj(t)) (similarly, i(aj(t))) on D,, , agrees with the analytic 
continuation of x(t) (i(t)) from [19-, ,8,] to D,. Let k be the integer for 
which {t - 5: t E D,, 1 ) c D,. Accordingly we set 
z(t) =x(0,> +I’ [j”” A(r, s) x(s) ds + j?4(r, s) x(s) ds 
@k 
+ )J [Ali(r)Iij(r)) + A Jr) i(ah(r))] 1 dr 
i&J 
(14) 
tED,+,, where the r-curve from 8, to t can be arbitrarily specified within 
D et13 the s-surve from r - t to 19~ is arbitrarily chosen in D, f? {Re s > 
Re r - t - 6}, and the s-curve from 8, to 0, is simply the real interval which 
joins these two points. 
Due to Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that each of the four summands in 
the integrand on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) is a bounded analytic 
function of the variable r on De+,. We shall check them one by one. 
The open neighborhood {(r, s): r E D,, , , s E D, and Re s E (Re r - t - 6, 
Re r + 6)} is a subset of the domain of analyticity of A, D,, = {(t, s): 
t E D,, SE D and ResE (Ret-z-a, Ret +S)}, and by Assumption 3, 
for each r E D,, 1, both (r, r - t) and (r, 19,) are members of this set. It 
thereby follows from Corollary 2.3 that the first summand, 
lFkrA(r, s) x(s) ds, is bounded and analytic on D,, , . 
The kernel A(r, s) is an analytic function of the variable r and is bounded 
on De,, X [13,, 0,]. Therefore Lemma 2.2 implies that the second term in the 
integrand, s% A (r, s) x(s) ds, is bounded and analytic on De+, . 
Finally, since the analytic continuation of the solution x on each of the 
regions D,, l= 0, l,..., e, is in C’(D), the uniform convergence of JJ lAgi and 
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of C (A ,j( imply that the series Ci.+J lAoi x(aj(r)) + A ,,i(r) .?(aj(r)) ( of 
analytic functions converges uniformly to an analytic and bounded function. 
This completes the proof of Claim a. 
The proof of Claim b follows similar arguments and is therefore omitted. 
Q.E.D. 
The next remark refers to the hypothesis C ]A,,/ ,< N < I in 
Assumption 1 (i). 
Remark 4.2. Proving Claim a, we used the uniform convergence of the 
series CjeJ ]A v(t)] on D,, , . We did not take into account any particular 
bound (e.g., N < 1) on this subseries. The boundedness by a constant N < 1 
is needed in the proof of invertibility of the operator .F (in Section 8). 
There, however, we are concerned only with the complementing subseries 
2Zjc.r IA lj('>l* Th us, we can rephrase the uniform boundedness demand as 
follows: For each index e = 1 ,..., q, for the respective set of integers J = J,, 
(as defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1) and for some constant N, 
0 < N < 1, we have CjEJ ]A ,j(t)] <N, uniformly on D,. 
Remark 4.3. The reader may note that the place of Claims a and b in 
our proof is similar to that of the Induction Lemma in the proof of Banks 
and Jacobs. Indeed, the main contribution here is in observing that the 
functions z and ,9-y admit analytic continuations on a neighborhood of 
{fED,.: RetE[6’,,6’,+,]} instead of (tED,.: RetE(8,,8,+,)} as a 
statement in the spirit of Banks and Jacob’s result would yield. 
5. COMPATIBLE INITIAL DATA AND ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS 
The function 
+ 7 IA OjCf) co(q(f>> + A I.j(f> VC",jCf)) I 
,T ,  
is analytic on some neighborhood of the origin. This is in view of the 
analyticity of each of the functions A, q, w, A,, A ,j and uj, j = 1, 2 ,..., the 
boundedness of the analytic continuation of v, and v and the uniform 
convergence of the series 2 ]Aoj] and C ].4,jJ. In particular F(q, w, f) is well 
defined on short real intervals [--E, 01. We introduce the following definition: 
We say that the analytic initial data q, 1/1 and x,, are compatible with the 
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equation if o(O) =x,, and if there exists a positive constant E such that the 
equalities 
+ f [AOj(t) V(aj(t>) + A ljCt> V(aj(r)>l 
j=l 
= m, w, 0 
hold on [--E, 01. In other words, o, v and x0 are compatible if o(O) = x0, 
I,U = 4 and if the restriction of rp to [--E, 0) is the solution of Eq. (3) which 
corresponds to the initial function and derivative a, and $ on [--5 - E, -a]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that Assumptions l-4 hold and that the initial 
data p, w and x, are compatible, then the solution of Eq. (3) is analytic over 
the whole interval [0, T]. 
Proof: Preserving the notations of the proof of Theorem 4.1, we wish to 
show that the analytic continuations of the solution x on D, and D,, , agree 
on D, f7 D,, i for I= 0, l,,.., q - 1. Let us demonstrate that first for I = 0: As 
we have said above, the function F((o, v/, t) admits an analytic continuation 
on a neighborhood of the origin. The function 4(t) = (dyl/dt)(t) is clearly 
analytic there. Thus, once the two functions coincide on an interval I--E, O], 
they do agree also on the whole neighborhood. In particular, the analytic 
continuation of a, is a solution of Eq. (3) on some interval [0, ~1, which 
corresponds to the initial data o, w  and x,. But, we have already seen that 
the solution is unique. Hence, the functions x and a, coincide on [O, ~1. Since 
both rp and x are analytic, their analytic continuations should agree on 
D, n D, just as well. 
Now assume that the solution is analytic on I--t, oil for some i between 1 
and q - 1. Then we so\ve Eq. (3) on [ei, e,,,] with compatible initial 
function and derivative x and 1 on [tYi - r, e,]. The arguments above imply 
that the solution on [Bi, 19~+ 1] is an analytic continuation of the solution on 
IprY ei]* Q.E.D. 
In the following we give an example of a differential difference equation of 
neutral type, where the analyticity of certain solutions breaks as a result of 
the non-compatibility of the initial data. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the delay equation 
i(t) = x(t - 7) + i(t - 7) (15) 
on some large interval [0, T] with an initial value x0, and let the initial 
function and derivative 9 and v be any non-zero constant-valued functions 
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o = c and w  = d on [-r, 0). Clearly cp does not satisfy Eq. (15), neither to 
the left nor to the right of the origin, hence q and w  are not compatible. 
Indeed, the solution of Eq. (15) on [O, r] is not an analytic continuation of v, 
and is given by x(t) = x0 + (c + d) t. Now, at time I = r, the right-hand side 
of Eq. (15) “remambers” the analyticity breaking at t = 0 and the analyticity 
of the solution breaks once more. This latter analyticity breaking is the result 
of the non-compatibility of the initial data. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. A non-compatible initial function may still generate an 
analytic solution, if the equation manages to “forget” the analyticity 
breaking at the origin, as happens in the next case, 
i(t) = x(t - 1) - 2x(f(t - l)), (16) 
when the prescribed initial function is u)(t) = t and x(0) = ~(0) = 0. Again, o 
is not compatible and the corresponding solution x = 0 is not an analytic 
continuation of o. However, at t > 1, the value of x(t) remains zero and the 
analyticity of the zero solution is not affected. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. ” An example of compatible initial data. We look for a 
solution of Eq. (15) of an exponential form: Let 1, be a solution of the 
associated characteristic equation (see Hale [5, p. 271): 
A = eeA’( 1 + 1). 
Then the function x(t) = e ‘of solves Eq. (15) throughout. In particular it is a 
compatible initial function. 
6. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS OF VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
We consider now the integro-differential equation 
i(t) = i’ A (f, s) x(s) ds (1’) 
-t 
t E [0, T]. Here no lags are involved and the integrations on the right-hand 
side are performed over intervals of a varying length t + t instead of over 
intervals of a fixed length t, as in Eq. (3). The impact of these changes, as 
we shall immediately show, is that the solution is analytic regardless of the 
analyticity properties of the initial function. 
Our hypotheses are the following: 
(i) The kernel A(t, s) is analytic over the triangle ((t, s) E R *: 
O,<s<t<T). 
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(ii) A is measurable and bounded on [0, T] x I-r, 01. 
(iii) For each fixed s in [-t, 01, the function A(t, s) is analytic in t. 
Moreover, the neighborhood of [O,T] in G on which the analytic 
continuation exists is independent of s. 
(iv) The initial function p is bounded and measurable. 
THEOREM 6.1. Under the hypotheses (i)-(iv) above, the solution of 
Eq. (17) is analytic over the whole interval [0, T]. 
Proof: We define a function z on [O, T] by 
1 0 
z(t) =x0 + 
!‘I 
A(r, s) p(s) ds dr 
0 --T 
and an integral operator on the continuous functions on [0, T] by 
Fy(t) = j’ jr A(r, s) y(s) ds dr 
0 0 
t E [0, T]. In terms of z and .F, Eq. (17) is equivalent to 
(2 -3) x(t) = z(t) 
t E [0, T]. Successive applications of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and of 
Corollary 2.3 imply that on a certain open neighborhood D of (0, T] in 6, 
the function z admits a bounded analytic continuation and .F maps the set 
of bounded analytic functions on D into itself. We show in Proposition 8.1 
(in Section 8 below) that the operator .J’ - .F is invertible. Hence, the 
solution of Eq. (17), x = (c?+ - ,F))’ z, admits an analytic continuation 
on D. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.2. Equation (17) is not a particular case of Eq. (3): Indeed, 
we can rewrite the integral l:-, A(t, s) x(s) ds, which appears in Eq. (3), in 
the form (Y, B(t, s) x(s) ds, setting 
B(t ,  s) = 
A ( t ,  s ) ,  SE [ t - r , t ]  
o 
7 otherwise. 
Then, however, even if A were analytic, the kernel B would not satisfy the 
analyticity requirements (i) and (iii). 
Remark 6.3. If a discrete part is added on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (17), say, of a form similar to Eq. (l), 
i(t) = J’ A(t, S) X(S) ds + i [A.(t) X(t - Tj) + A V(t) a(t - 5)] 
--r j=l 
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t E [0, T], or of the more general form, 
i(t) - f A (t, ~1 X(S) ds + f [A,(t) X(aj(t)) + A U(t) a(Qj(t>>l 
-7 j=l 
(18) 
t E [0, T], then analyticity of the solution might no longer hold regardless of 
analyticity of the initial function. This property will, however, be maintained 
if each of the functions aj maps the interval [0, T] into itself (which is 
possible only in the case (18)). In general, sufficient conditions for 
analyticity and piecewise analycitity of solutions of Eq. (18) may be easily 
given in the nature of those specified for Eq. (3). 
7. PIECEWISE ANALYTIC COEFFICIENTS AND INITIAL DATA 
The ideas which served in the analysis in Section 4 apply to a more 
general situation, i.e., when the functions (D, I+U, A, A,, A ,j and aj, j = 1, 2 ,..., 
are piecewise analytic, instead of analytic on their whole domains. The 
conditions for the generalized version of Theorem 4.1 for such equations are, 
however, more complicated and we prefer to demonstrate the way one 
calculates the set d of analyticity breaking points for a few particular 
equations, rather than presenting the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the differential-difference neutral equation 
i(t) = 
i 
x(t), tE lo,11 
i(t - r), t E (1, Tl 
for some r in (0, l), T % 1 and given a non-zero initial value x(0) =x0. 
(Since past values of the state and derivative prior to the initial time t = 0 
are not taken into account, there is no need to specify rp and w.) The 
analyticity of the solution will break at the points t = 1 + jr, j = 1, 2,..., in 
[0, T]. Indeed, here the analyticity of the coefficients breaks at t = 1 and the 
solution “recalls” this analyticity breaking at t = 1 + r and again at t = 
1 + 25 1 + 35,... . 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider again Eq. (15) 
i(t) = x(t - 5) + i(t - r) 
given an initial value x(0) =x0 and with the initial function and derivative 
do 1 :, tE [-t,-$1 
Ye) 
1 0, tE [--5,~9) = = 
9 tE (-$,O] 1 ) t E [-it, 01. 
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Assume T $ r. The solution “recalls” the analyticity breaking of v, and w  at 
the points t = jr/3, j = 1,2,..., and thus loses its own analyticity exactly at 
these points. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Consider the integro-differential equation 
-w = j*y 1 x(s) ds + x(t - r) 
with r > 1. We can bring this equation to the form of Eq. (1) setting 
A(t, s) = ; L 
s E [t - 1, t] 
SE [t-r,t- 1). 
Given an analytic initial function, say, rp = 1 and an initial value x(0) = x0, 
the corresponding solution recalls the analyticity breaking of A at t = 1, 2,... . 
Hence, the analyticity of the solution will break at t = j + is, j = 1, 2,..., i = 
0, 1) 2 )... . We can obtain the same result, in this particular case, taking the 
derivative of both sides of our equation, which yields 
Z(t) = x(t) - x(t - 1) + i(t - 5). 
Setting now i(t) = y(t) and z(t) = (;I:;) we obtain a neutral difference- 
differential equation for z and construct the set a = {j + ir} as prescribed in 
Section 3. 
8. CONVERGENCE OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
Here we consider the following setting: D is a precompact convex and 
open domain in the complex plane and 8 is a point in D. The sequences A, 
and AIj, j= 1, 2 ,..., of bounded n x n matrix-valued functions are defined on 
D and the corresponding series C JA,I and JJ I.4 ul converge uniformly on D 
with C )A yl < N for some constant N in (0, 1). Each of the scalar functions 
aj, j = 1, 2 ,..., maps the set D into itself and satisfies the inequality 
laj(t) - 81< 1 t - 01 at each point t of D. Finally, A is a bounded and 
analytic, n x n matrix-valued function on the G2 domain D,, = {(t, s) E 
D x D: Js - 81< 1 t - el}. Using these conventions we define an integral 
operator on the space C’(D), of analytic functions with bounded derivatives, 
by 
Fy(t) = j’ [j’ A (r, s) y(s) ds 
e e 
+ $, [Aoj(r)Aaj(r)> + A y(r) Ha,/(r))1 ] dr (19) 
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t E D (the integration in Eq. (19) is performed along the segment joining 8 
and t) and by 3 we denote the identity operator on C’(D). 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The operator F maps C’(D) into itself, and 3’ -.F 
is invertible on this space. 
ProoJ: A key step in the proof of the Proposition is in Lemma 8.2 below, 
where we establish absolute convergence of the series CzOF in the 
operator norm, subordinated to the C’(D) norm. (Here X0 =3’ and 
KTltly =Y(Y’y), I = 0, 1, 2,..., y E C’(D).) The norm convergence of this 
series implies, for each y in C’(D), a uniform convergence of the series 
C -@yW and C WdW?>W on D, to an analytic function and its 
bounded derivative. The inverse operator (3’ -S)-’ therefore exists and is 
given by CF’. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8.2. The series C~o;T’ converges absolutely in the operator 
norm, subordinated co the C’(D) norm. (Here ,F” =J’ and 7’+ ‘y = 
K(F’y), I = 0, 1, 2 ,..., y E C’(D).) 
ProoJ: For simplicity of notation we assume that 8 is the origin, and we 
denote by T and M the constants 
T= sup{ltl: t E D}, 
M=sup{TIA(t,s)/:(t,s)ED,,}+sup f IAoj(t)l: tED 
I j=l i 
and set K = M + N. We recall that the norm of a function in C’(D) is given 
by 
Hence, the norm of a bounded linear operator 9 on C’(D) is given by 
lU=sup /suPl~Y(r)l+;~~ I-$;“v(,)i:lYl=q. 
IED 
The proof is based on these next assertions: 
Claim a. The following estimates hold: For each y in C’(D), for each 
point t in D and for each positive integer I= 1, 2,..., we have 
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and (20) 
Cfuim b. The series XI”, c~~) converges uniformly on compact sets. 
Indeed the Lemma follows from the two claims: From Claim a we get 
1 = 1, 2,... . These inequalities together with Claim b guarantee the 
convergence of JJ (,Pl. 
Proof of Claim a. For I= 1 the inequalities (20) follow from the 
definition (19) of the operator .F. We proceed by induction: Assume that the 
claim is true for some I> 1. Then, the inequalities jaj(t)l < It 1, j = 1, 2,..., 
yield 
Applying the induction hypotheses we obtain 
ZZ A (r, s) F’y(s) ds 
t t = )I lj A(r, s) dr Fry(s) 0 s
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= A@t, ut) dp ;T’y(at) 
Aoj(Ut) F’v(aj(ut)) + A,i(ut) ‘F’y ( ‘(Ut)) 
(ds j uJ 11 i 
do 
< (tI (I [ [ItI 1’ JA@t, ut)l dp + f JAoj(Ut)l J J:““T(w) dW 
0 (I i= I 
and it follows in a straightforward way that the integrand in the last term is 
.F,+ ,(a I tl). This completes the proof of Claim a. 
Proof of Claim b. Let us rewrite the terms <Z,v,@) in their explicit form: 
We then obtain the series 
Now, there exists an integer e such that for each k = e, e + 1, e + 2,..., we 
have 
(PmfP) < tc1 -w 
(Recall that the constant N is smaller than one!) Given e, we consider first 
the subseries 
and this subseries is bounded by 
and since N is smaller than one, the geometric series on the right-hand side 
converges. 
It remains to check the convergence of 
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Setting Sj = Cizk (“j’j) l/k! (MP)~ we observe that 
j = 1, 2,... . Thus, since limj,, (e + j)/(l + j) = 1, it follows that the series 
C NjSj converges too. This completes the proof of Claim b. Q.E.D. 
9. EXISTENCE OF PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS CONTROLS 
In this part we briefly demonstrate an application of our previous results 
to a control problem. We consider the control system 
i(t) = jt A (t, s) x(s) ds 
t-r 
+ 2 FAOjtr) x(aj(t>) + A ljCc> a(aj(t))] + f"(l) (21) 
j=l 
t E (0, T], when the control elementf, is of either of the following two forms: 
A control element of a retarded type 
f.(t) = jr B(t, s) h(s, u(s)) ds + ? II,(t) u@,(t)>, 
-T. ,e, 
(22) 
or of the form 
f.(t) = j W, s> h(s, u(s)) 44s) 
I 
(23) 
where Z is a real interval, where p is a given non-atomic positive, finite 
measure on Z and where (in both cases) u is the control function. (Note that 
neither of these two forms generalizes the other: In (22) we allow atomic 
dependence off, on the control function u, whereas in (23) we allow depen- 
dence on advanced values of u, in case Z is interpreted as the time interval.) 
We investigate the possibility of using only piecewise continuous control 
functions (instead of measurable controls, in general) without affecting the 
attainable set. This problem has already been encountered for equations of 
retarded type, by Banks and Jacobs in [3]. They applied their analyticity 
results [3, Section 51, Banks’ representation formula [2] and the theory of 
Halkin [7] and of Halkin and Hendricks [8] on subintegrals of set-valued 
functions to obtain existence of almost piecewise continuous controls. Using 
similar techniques, our contribution is in two respects. Knowing that 
solutions of Eq. (3) are piecewise analytic (instead of quasi-piecewise 
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analytic) we verify the existence of piecewise continuous control functions 
(rather than almost piecewise continuous). We also refer to a larger class of 
equations. 
For the sake of clarity we address ourselves not to the general form of 
Eq. (21), but rather demonstrate the main ideas for the particular cases 
where only finitely many constant lags are involved (i.e., Eqs. (4) and (5)). 
The terminology used is as follows: We assume that certain initial 
function and derivative, Ed and I//, and an initial value x0, are specified. 
Focusing on the relations between a given control function u and the 
respective solution of Eqs. (4) and (5), we denote that solution by ~(t, u). 
Given a bounded set-valued function U from [-r, T] (resp. from I, in case 
of Eq. (5)) into the set of non-empty subsets of I?*, we say that a 
measurable control function u is admissible if it satisfies the constraint 
U(S) E U(s) almost everywhere. The attainable set at time t is the collection 
of points in R” which can be reached by the system, at that time, using 
admissible control functions. (Namely, the set (x(t, II): u is an admissible 
control}.) 
Our hypothesis on the constraint set-valued function U stands for both 
systems, (4) and (5). 
Assumption 1. The set U(s) is compact for each s in [-r, T] (resp. in the 
interval I, in case of Eq. (5)) and Graph U is a bounded semianalytic set 
(see Halkin and Hendricks [B] and Banks and Jacobs (31). 
As for the system itself, we first treat Eq. (4) 
i(t) = !” A(t, s) x(s) ds + i [Aoj(t) x(t - sj) + AIj(t) a(t - sj)] 
I-T j=l 
t !’ B(t, S) h(S, U(S)) ds t ~ B,(t) u(t - Uj). 
-7 j=l 
Assumption 2. The coefficients A, B, A,, A,j, j= l,..., 1, and Bj, j = 
1 ,..., k, and the function h are analytic. (Note that it suffices to define h on 
the subset Graph U of [-t, T] x Rm.) 
THEOREM 9.1. Given a terminal time t E [0, T] and assuming 
Assumptions 1 and 2, then any point of the attainable set at t can be reached, 
at that time, using a piecewise continuous control function. 
Proof: As shown in Corollary 10.2 in Section 10 below, the solutions is 
given by 
x(t, U) = c(t) + 1’ K(t, r) f,(r) dr (24) 
0 
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where the kernel K is given in terms of the solution of the advanced equation 
f Y(s, t) = -I’+? Y(r, t)A(r, s) dr 
s 
+ i [Y(S+~j,t)[k~j(Strj)-AOj(S+rj)l 
j=l 
T> t > s > 0, with terminal conditions Y(t, t) = E (= the n x n identity 
matrix) and Y(s, t) = 0 for s > t. 
Changing the order of integration in (24) we obtain x(t, u) = x(t, 0) + 
JL, g(s, u(s)) ds, where g is a function defined on Graph U by 
g(s, u) = ~,-~,~,(s) 1’ W, r) B(r, s) dr h(s, u> 
0 
+ x~~&) i" K(f, r> BP, s> dr h(s, u) 
r 
+ f ~,~~~,,-,,,(~)K(t,stq,)B,~(s+a~) u 
I j-1 I 
s E I-r, t] and u E U(s). 01, stands for the characteristic function of the 
set I.) 
Now, as is borne out from Corollary 10.2 and Assumption 2, the kernel 
K(t, s) is piecewise analytic in the variable s. Due to the analyticity of B, Iii, 
j = I,..., k, and of h, there exists a finite partition of the interval [-r, t], say, 
e-,=-s<e,=o<e, < 1.. <t=o,, 
such that g(s, U) is analytic on the restriction of Graph U to each of the 
subintervals [f?- 1 , ej], j = 0, l,..., q. 
We conclude the proof, applying Theorem 2 of Halkin and Hendricks [S] 
(in fact the generalized version of this theorem, as appears in Banks and 
Jacobs [3, Section 61). Subject to Assumptions 1, Halkin and Hendricks’ 
theorem states that the sets 
I 
I 
g(s, u(s)) ds: u is an admissible control 
-T i 
and 
iJ 
* 
g(s, U(S)) ds: u is a piecewise continuous admissible control 
--r I 
are equal. Q.E.D. 
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Treating Eq. (5) 
R(f) = ,ft A (t> S) X(S) ds + i (A.(t) X(t - ~j) + A I,/(t) a(t - tj)] 
I--r j=l 
analyticity properties of the kernel Y(s, t) do not play any role. Our 
hypotheses considering this system are eased accordingly. 
Assumption 2”. The function h is analytic on Graph U, the kernel B(t, s) 
is bounded, measurable and-for fixed t-analytic in s, whereas the coef- 
ficients A and A,, j = l,..., f, are essentially bounded measurable functions, 
and A,j, j = l,..., 1, are absolutely continuous functions with essentially 
bounded derivates. 
THEOREM 9.2. Given a terminal time t E [O, T] and assuming 
Assumptions 1 and 2O, any point of the attainable set at t can be reached, at 
that time, using a piecewise continuous control function. 
ProoJ: By Corollary 10.2, the solution is of the form 
x(t, u) = x(t, 0) + lf K(t, r) j B(r, s) h(s, u(s)) d&) dr 
0 I 
= x(&O> + 11’ K(t, r) B(r, s) dr h(s, u(s)) dp(s) 
I 0 
= -46 0) + j g(s, u(s)) Q(s) 
I 
where the function g is defined by 
g(s, u) = 1’ K(t, r) B(r, s) dr h(s, u) 
0 
s E Z, u E U(s). Following from the analyticity of B(t, s) in the variable s, 
from Lemma 2.2 and from the analyticity of h, the function g is analytic on 
Graph U. 
The situation here differs from that which fits into the framework of 
Halkin and Hendricks’ theorem, as given in Banks and Jacobs [3, 
Section 61, since some arbitrary measure ,u replaces Lebesgue’s measure on 
I. This difference, however, may take effect only in the proof of Theorem 1* 
in Halkin [7], and the argumentation there holds when the Lebesgue measure 
is substituted by a non-negative Bore1 measure which satisfies the following: 
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For each subinterval I, of Z there exists a chain {Zr: r E [0, l]} of subsets 
such that 
(i) each set I, consists of a finite union of subintervals, 
(ii) for each t in [0, 11, ,u(Z,) = z,u(Z,) < 00, and 
(iii) the inclusion I, c I, holds whenever u < r. 
These three conditions are met exactly when p is a finite atomless measure. 
We can therefore conclude, applying the version of Halkin and Hendricks 18, 
Theorem 2] which relates to integrals of the form J”, g(s, U(S)) C.+(S). Q.E.D. 
Remark 9.3. Theorem 9.2 is true under weaker conditions. In particular, 
we assume that the coefficients A ii are absolutely continuous in order to be 
able to apply our representation formula of Theorem 10.1. More 
sophisticated techniques would enable us to drop this assumption. This will 
not be done here. 
10. A REPRESENTATION FORMULA FOR SOLUTIONS 
We consider the inhomogeneous form of Eq. (1) 
i(t) = ( A (t, s) x(s) ds 
t-r 
+ $ [A(Jj(t) X(t - Sj> + A lj(t) i(t - Tj)] + f( t)  (26) 
j=l 
t E [0, T], under the following hypotheses: The n x n matrix coefficients A 
and A,, j = l,.,., 1, and the inhomogeneous element f are measurable essen- 
tially bounded functions, whereas the coefficients A,j, j = l,..., 1, are 
absolutely continuous with essentially bounded derivatives. We seek a 
representation of the solution in terms of the initial data cp, w  and x,, and of 
the function f: To this end we consider the unique n x n matrix solution of 
Eq. (25) 
t Y(s, t) = -is+’ Y(r, t)A(r, s) dr 
s 
I 
0 < s < t < T, under the terminal conditions Y(t, t) = E (= the n X n identity 
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matrix) and Y(s, t) = 0 for s > t. (The values of A ,j(~) and of A 1j(s) for s > T 
may be arbitrarily specified since they are not taken into account.) 
Now let v, and w be any bounded measurable functions on j-z, O] and let 
x0 be a vector in R”. 
THEOREM 10.1. The solution of Eq. (26) satisfies the equality 
X(CP, WV ~0 7 .L t> = [ Y(O, t) - J$, Y(rj 3 t> A ,j(rj> ] XO 
+ i X[O:c](7j) A IjCt) x(t - 'j> 
j= I 
+ 2 X~o,rj~(s)IAoj(s) PC  - 7j) 
j=l 
+ A ljCs) Wts - 7j)] + fCs) ] dS (27) 
(where x,(s) is the characteristic function of the interval I). 
Proof: Let x(t) be the solution of Eq. (26). Integration by parts yields 
x(t) = Y(0, t) x(O) + j; f Y(s, t) x(s) ds + jr Y(s, t) i.(s) ds. (28) 
0 
Consider now the last term on the right-hand side of (28): 
j  
I 
Y(s, t) i(s) ds 
0 
+ $ X~o,,,~(s)[Aoj(s) ‘PCs - 7j) + AJS) Y’(s - 7j)I +f(‘)] ds 
+ c,l WY t> [j; xfs-r.sl(r)A(sy r)x(rj dr 
+ C xlo,,l(~-r,)[Aoj(s)x(s-7j)+Alj(s)’(s--ti)l] ds 
i=l 
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+ i XIO,*j](s)[AOjtS) cPts - Tj) + A ljCs) WCs - Till + SC’)] ds j=l 
Y(r, t) A (r, S) dr + C Y(s + tj, t) Aoj(S + Sj> x(s) ds 
j=l 1 
Y(r, t) A(s, S) dr + i Y(s t rj, t) A.(s + rj) X(s) ds 
j=l I 
s=t--T, 
j= I S=O 
Y(s t tj, t) A Ij(s f rj) 1 X(s) ds 
+ ,gl X[O,,j]ts)IAOj(s) ds - tj) + A ljCs) Vts - rj)l f SC')] ds 
+ f [j”’ Y(r, t)A(r, S) dr t 21: Y(s + tj, t)Aoj(S + tj) 
0 s j=l I 
X(S) ds 
- i y(rj, r> A lj(Tj) x(o) + i XIOqt](sj> A ljtr> x(r - rj> 
j=l j=l 
t1 a 
-J=[ Oj=l as 
Y(s f fj, t) A lj(S $ tj) f Y(s + ~jl t) k Ij(S t ~j) I X(S) dS 
= 1: Y(s, 0 [xl..,lcs)js~T~t~~ r) rp(r1 dr 
f i X~o,~,~(s)[Aoj(s) P  - rj> + A Js) WCS - rj)I + f(s)] ds j=1 
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- Jil y(7jy t, A ljt7j> x(o) + C X[O,t]('j) A *jCt> x(f - 7j> 
j=l 
.t a - 
j 
- Y(s, t) x(s) ds. 
0 as 
Substituting this last term into (28) we obtain 
x(t> = 
[ 
y(09 l) - i y(7j3 t)A *j(7j> ] xO + i X[O,t]('j> A IjCf> x(f - ‘,j) 
j=l j=l 
+ j; Y(s, 0 [x~o.,,(s) js;T4 r) v(r) dr 
+ i X~o,x~~(S)[Aoj(S) (PCS - 71) +A (j(S) W(S - rj>] +f(S> J ds* 
j=l 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10.2. The solution of Eq. (26) admits a representation 
x(t) = ~((4, v, xc,, t) + jr K(t, s) f(s) ds (29) 
0 
where the function c is determined by the initial data and where K is a 
bounded kernel. If the coeflcients A, A, and A,j, j = l,..., 1, are analytic, 
then given t, K(t, s) is a piecewise analytic function in s on 10, t]. 
ProoJ Substituting the right-hand side of (27) for the terms x(t - sj) 
therein, we obtain, after a finite number of steps, a formula in which none of 
those terms appear, i.e., a representation of the form (29). In case the coef- 
ficients A, A, and Alj are analytic, it is implied by Theorem 4.1 that for 
each t, Y(s, t) is piecewise analytic in s on [0, t]. Since the kernel K(t, s) is of 
the form 
K(t, S) = Y(s, t) + 2 Xlo,t1(7j) A U(t) Y(sy ’ - ‘j) 
j=l 
+ j,Ll X[o,tl(rj + ‘k)A1j(t)A1k(f- rj) Y(s, t- rj- rk) + *.* 
it too is piecewise analytic in s. Q.E.D. 
Remark 10.3. Representation formulas for solutions of linear 
inhomogeneous neutral equations appear in the literature (see, e.g., Banks 
and Kent [4], Hale and’Meyer [6] and Kolmanovski [lo]). The advantage 
in our presentation is that by constructing the kernel Y(s, t) as a solution of 
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a neutral equation, we can derive analyticity properties of Y as a function of 
the variable s. These properties are needed, e.g., in the analysis of the control 
system (4). 
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